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 Combining a rigid mask with motion detection and mask tracking functionality, N4 allows for creating highly realistic optical
composite effects. By utilising a robust set of tools, N4 is fully compatible with both motion picture and commercial post

production workflows. N4 offers an intuitively simple method to setup the system, with an easy to follow wizard based user
interface. The powerful core functionality is exposed to all users via a graphical user interface. The interface also offers the

capability to create and share a variety of realistic optical composite effects and show animation results directly. For the motion
picture industry N4 delivers the most realistic end-to-end tracking and compositing solutions on the market. Although originally
developed as a motion picture technology, N4 has been successfully used for different projects in broadcast, VFX and TV. N4

offers full integration with the most popular VFX and 3D packages and the tool set is continually growing. Other unique
features include real time mask tracking, with ability to sync between on and off set camera footage, secondary or movable light

sources and the ability to link camera systems in different locations. New for N4 V3.0 The latest version of the toolset is now
compatible with the latest versions of After Effects, Premiere Pro and Sony Vegas. Other features include the ability to import

and link camera data directly from GoPro, and get control over all live action camera cameras in a shoot. N4 V3.0 is now
compatible with After Effects CS5.5+ and Premiere Pro CS6.0+. N4 V3.0 is now compatible with After Effects CS6.0. N4

V3.0 is now compatible with Sony Vegas 12. N4 V3.0 is now compatible with GoPro Fusion. N4 V3.0 is now compatible with
the latest versions of Instinctive BTS4. If you are currently using N4 V2.x, you will need to upgrade to N4 V3.0. If you are

currently using the N4’s Pro Edition, you will need to upgrade to N4 V3.0 Pro. Adobe® After Effects® CC for Cinema 5.5 and
higher Premiere Pro CC for Studio 5.0 and higher N4 V3.0 software can be purchased as a stand-alone product or as part of the

N4 Platform.Pages Sunday, May 10, 82157476af
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